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ABSTRACT 

PURPOSE. The Article aims to present the potential and capabilities of the application of equity 

crowdfunding as an option to invest and to form investment portfolios for the individual investors. 

The emphasis is shifted from the widespread use of the concept of crowdfunding, as a cutting-edge 

source for providing capital for investment projects of innovative companies (especially suitable 

source for the so called Startup companies), to its use as a tool for establishing an investment portfolio 

based on appropriate balance between the rates of return and risk. 

METHODS. Various authors' views on key concepts such as investments, projects, investment 

projects, equity collective investment, investment portfolios, etc. have been clarified and summarized. 

The investment process is explained in the context of creating a portfolio of investments using equity 

crowdfunding platforms. Conceptually, the essential characteristic of the project theory, the theory of 

collective investment, with its methodological and mathematical tools, are revealed. 

RESULTS. On this theoretical basis and adaptation, a conceptual methodological model has been 

developed, to be used for selection of portfolio of investment projects for equity collective investment. 

The model focuses on the optimization of rate of return, given the risk nature of the financial 

investment instrument used in collective investment. 

CONCLUSIONS. Conclusions are presented about the main advantages and the respective limitations 

of the type of investments, subject of the paper. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Investment analysis and portfolio management 

helps the management of business 

organizations (companies) to deepen the 

essential characteristics of the various 

investment projects they implement and are 

used as an appropriate methodological tool for 

making robust investment decisions. This is of 

course not an easy process, and besides having 

a good knowledge of the types of investment 

assets and investment theories, it is necessary 

to have a good knowledge of the theories of 

portfolio investment management. The main 

theoretical investment concepts and portfolio 

management theory are based on financial 

investments and allow to analyze the 
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investment process and investment 

management decisions in a considerably wider 

context. Based on the presumption that a large 

part of the investments of start-up innovative 

business organizations (Start-ups) are real and 

not financial assets, and the fact that the 

investor needs to know on the one hand the 

specificity of investing in real assets (the 

investment will be made by the innovative 

company to which it provides financial 

resources) and the specificity of investing in 

financial assets (i.e. collective equity funding 

is a type of financial investment), we offer a 

combination of the classical portfolio theory of 

Harry Markowitz for the purposes of portfolio 

management of investments in investment and 

the formation of investment packages based on 

crowd equity funding. To accomplish this goal, 

the theoretical aspects of investment, projects, 

investment projects and portfolio management, 

equity crowd funding and its application in 

raising capital for undertaking high-risk 
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innovative projects by companies are explored. 

Emphasis is placed on developing a conceptual 

framework for distributing the financial 

resources of the investor in many investment 

projects of innovative companies based on the 

principles and principles of shared equity 

financing and the built platforms mediating 

this process at Startup companies. 
 

Investment projects and investing in 

projects 

Projects play an important role in the economic 

development of a company (business 

organization). Since its inception, business 

organizations have invested a great deal of 

resources (money, time, labor) in all phases of 

their life cycle (growth, development, maturity, 

restructuring) in a number of projects related to 

their real assets, resources and materials, ), 

transport and logistics, product realization, 

education, etc., in order to improve socio-

economic conditions in the company and 

create conditions and prerequisites for growth 

and development, development of new 

products and / or services (most often with a 

high degree of innovation). These projects are 

designed to efficiently manage, gain adequate 

returns to ensure future development with own 

(and / or attracted) resources (funds). 
 

Many people and organizations define what is 

meant or is to be understood by the term 

"project", but perhaps the most authoritative 

definition is given in BS 6079 "Project 

Management Guide", which defines the project 

as "A unique set of coordinated activities with 

defined start and exit points taken by a person 

or organization to achieve specific objectives 

within a defined schedule, cost and operational 

parameters " (1). The above definition shows 

that the term project has a broader meaning but 

is necessarily accomplished by performing a 

set of activities. Another aspect of the project 

is the non-routine nature of the activities. Each 

project is unique in the sense that the activities 

of a project are unique and non-routine. The 

implementation of a project necessarily implies 

the use of a set of resources. The resources 

needed to complete the project are people, 

materials, money and time. In this way, we can 

define the project as an organized program 

from a predetermined group of activities that 

are not routine in nature and which need to be 

completed using the available resources within 

the set deadline (2). 
 

Newman et. al. defines that the project 

definitely has a separate mission, which must 

also achieve a clearly defined end point for 

achieving its mission (3). 
 

Gillinger defines a "project" as the entire set of 

activities related to the use of resources to 

obtain results (benefits) (4). Project 

Management Institute, USA, defines the 

project as "a system involving the coordination 

of a number of separate units and departments 

throughout the organization in a way aimed at 

completing a job in the prescribed schedules 

and time constraints and resources" (5). 
 

According to the Encyclopedia of 

Management, "The project is an organized unit 

dedicated to the achievement of a certain 

objective, brought to a successful and timely 

conclusion within the budget, according to a 

predefined program specification" (6). 
 

The characteristics of a project can be reduced 

to the following: (1) Objectives: The project 

has a set of objectives or a mission. Once the 

objectives have been achieved, the project is 

treated as completed; (2) Lifecycle: The 

project has a life cycle. The life cycle of a 

project consists of five stages, ie: stage of 

design, definition stage, planning and 

organization stage, stage of implementation 

and commissioning phase; (3) Uniqueness in 

features: each project is unique and no pair of 

projects are the same in their characteristics; 

(4) Teamwork: The project involves 

teamwork and usually team members are 

professionals from different functional areas. 

Coordination between these different areas 

requires teamwork and successful co-

operation; (5) Complexity: the project is a 

complex set of activities related to different 

areas; (6) Risk and uncertainty: risk and 

uncertainty go hand in hand with the project. It 

can be visible or invisible, predictable or not, 

but always present in a project; (7) Client-

specific character: The project is always 

customer-specific; (8) Change: there are 

changes in the life cycle of the project as a 

natural result of many environmental factors. 

Changes may range from minor, minor impacts 

to the project to significant changes that can 

have a major impact or even change the very 

nature of the project; (9) Optimality: The 

project is always aimed at optimal use of 

resources for the overall development of the 

company; (10) Subcontractors: the large 

volume of work in a project implies the need to 

use subcontractors. The greater the complexity 

of a project, the more will be the degree of so-

called. outsourcing; (11) Unity in Diversity: 
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the project is a complex set of thousands of 

elements that relate to technologies, equipment 

and materials, machinery and people, work, 

culture, and so on. Their unity and skillful 

(successful) combination are a prerequisite for 

the successful realization of the project (7). 
 

From all the definitions considered, it can be 

traced that the specific characteristics of a 

project are defined as: activities (defined, 

ordered and coordinated), start and end (time 

constraints), timetable, resources (time, human, 

financial), result (financial or not). By 

reframing these features of the concept of 

project from the point of view of investments 

we can also define the concept of investment 

and investment project. 
 

An essential element of each project and a 

prerequisite for its successful realization is the 

need to invest in a specific resource that is 

expected to produce a positive result or, in 

other words, it is necessary to make specific 

investments. Investments are defined as the 

engagement of funds made in anticipation of 

obtaining an appropriate rate of return. If the 

investment action is properly undertaken, the 

return will correspond to the risk the investor 

assumes (8). 
 

A basic (basic) definition of a capital 

investment is that it is an investment in a real 

asset that is expected to lead to future returns 

(9). For a company, this may for example be 

an investment aimed at increasing capacity, 

improving product quality, or contributing to 

resource efficiency. 
 

In his book Fundamentals of Investing, Ivan 

Georgiev provides a comprehensive definition 

of investments, which expresses their essential 

characteristics and their way of expression in 

business organizations. He defines investments 

as "cash to buy (or build) assets that are 

sufficiently likely to provide income, capital 

growth and other positive results over a long 

period." (10). 
 

The importance of capital investment is further 

underlined by Lumijärvi (11), who states that 

"investments affect operations and cash flows 

of firms over a long period of time, making 

investment success extremely important." 

Capital investment decisions are also cited as 

an important means of implementing strategies 

(12) and guaranteeing the company's 

performance (13). Making investment 

decisions is a matter of making decisions on 

resource allocation (most often but not just 

financially) (14), and studies show that firms 

that have so-called "more financial 

maneuvering opportunities," ie more available 

resources, have a less formalized investment 

decision-making process (15). However, as 

businesses usually have limited resources 

available, decision-making on allocation across 

different investment decisions is crucial (11). 

The question then is how do companies, on the 

one hand, and the investors who provide them 

with financial resources on the other hand, take 

these important investment decisions? 
 

Of course, the specificity of the investments 

combined with the characteristics of the 

projects and their overall process organization 

suggest that to some extent there are both 

general and specific features of the investment 

projects (both investment in real assets and 

investment in financial assets) , in comparison 

with other types of projects in a business 

organization. In other words, each investment 

project is a project, but not every project is an 

investment project. In this respect, the question 

is how to define the investment project? 
 

According to Ivan Georgiev (10), investment 

projects are a one-time investment of cash in 

some assets (tangible, intangible and/or 

financial) to secure income and / or other 

positive results over a prolonged period. He 

also states that projects differ in too many 

ways: scale (large, small); assets (real, 

financial); areas (markets, production, etc.); 

objectives (cost minimization, revenue 

increase, capacity increase); risk (high-risk, 

low-risk); way of development (with its own 

forces, by external units) and variance 

(complementary, mutually exclusive), etc. 
 

In her dissertation study Vania Pandakova 

states that an "investment project" should be 

understood as a unique set of interrelated 

activities aimed at achieving a clearly defined 

goal related to the construction of new or 

renovation of existing buildings and facilities 

through new construction, reconstruction, 

modernization and major overhaul, of which 

the main feature is the execution of 

construction and assembly works, within a 

defined time period, at a set value and quality 

requirements o, and at predetermined 

permissible levels of risk (16). 
 

Investment projects are a long-term 

allocation of funds (with or without recourse to 

external project financing) to realize an 
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investment idea until the stable income 

generation phase. A viable investment project 

aims to achieve a profitable return that ensures 

(1) timely payment of interest and principal on 

its external sources of financing, (2) 

satisfactory return on invested capital, and (3) 

positive and consistent cash flows. 
 

There are many investment opportunities in 

business practice, each of which is linked to a 

variety of return and risk compromises. Each 

investment project is different in terms of its 

characteristics, making the investment decision 

a challenging process. In this way, the investor 

must carefully analyze each of the 

characteristics and build a portfolio of 

investment projects to invest in real assets that 

correspond to its risk profile and is in line with 

the company's goals and objectives, strategy, 

etc. (17) 
 

Making an investment decision is an ongoing 

process, first developed by Cyert and March 

(18). However, surveys on how to make capital 

investment decisions typically focus on the 

financial assessment of investments, such as 

the use of capital budgeting tools and practices 

(19-23). 
 

Although financial assessment plays an 

important role in investment decisions (15), 

this is just one step in the process (24) and 

"corporate investment behavior is considerably 

more complex than can be described by the 

core concept of NPV as a model of 

investment" (25). 
 

All of this gives us reason to proceed with the 

development of a methodology adapted on the 

basis of different investment concepts and 

concepts for portfolio management of 

investment projects, on the basis of which to 

seek and achieve optimization and a well-

chosen selection of individual projects 

included in one investment portfolio of the 

business organization, by key features. The 

basis is the concept of managing the portfolio 

of Harry Markowitz (26) which is adapted and 

interpreted for the needs of portfolio 

management of investment projects when 

investing in real assets by business 

organizations. 
 

Collective Funding (Crowdfunding) as an 

investment tool. 

Crowdfunding has emerged as novel way for 

entrepreneurial ventures to secure funds 

without having to seek out venture capital or 

other traditional sources of venture investment 

(27). Another description sees crowdfunding as 

a tool that allows founders of for-profit, 

artistic, and cultural ventures to fund their 

efforts by drawing on relatively small 

contributions from a relatively large number of 

individuals using the internet, without standard 

financial intermediaries (27). For the purposes 

of this paper, we shall perceive the 

crowdfunding models, as presented in the EU 

Commission’s staff working document 

“Crowdfunding in the EU Capital Markets 

Union” (28). They define it as a process, that 

“refers to an open call to the public to raise 

funds for a specific project”. Crowdfunding 

platforms are websites that enable interaction 

between fundraisers and the crowd. Financial 

pledges can be made and collected through the 

platform. 
 

The different business models that are used by 

crowdfunding platforms can be grouped under 

the following broad categories (29): 

 Investment-based 

crowdfunding (Equity crowdfunding): 

Companies issue equity or debt instruments to 

crowd- investors through a platform. The 

current research is dedicated to this model.  

 Lending-based 

crowdfunding (also known as crowdlending, 

peer-to-peer or marketplace lending): 

Companies or individuals seek to obtain funds 

from the public through platforms in the form 

of a loan agreement. 

 Invoice trading 

crowdfunding: a form of asset-based 

financing whereby businesses sell unpaid 

invoices or receivables, individually or in a 

bundle, to a pool of investors through an online 

platform. 

 Reward-based 

crowdfunding: Individuals donate to a project 

or business with expectations of receiving in 

return a non-financial reward, such as goods or 

services, at a later stage in exchange of their 

contribution. 

 Donation-based 

crowdfunding: Individuals donate amounts to 

meet the larger funding aim of a specific 

charitable project while receiving no financial 

or material return. 

 Hybrid models of 

crowdfunding: those that combine elements of 

the other types of crowdfunding. 

Equity crowdfunding, as a new phenomenon in 

the early stage investing is by far one of the 

most intriguing options, available to both 
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entrepreneurs and investors. General benefits 

of the product or service are an important 

factor for crowd investors, as these are usually 

the first aspects to appeal to funders and create 

initial interest in an investment (30). It is about 

connecting young companies that deserve a 

chance to get funded with retail investors who 

want a chance to get in on early-stage 

investments. What equity crowdfunding 

basically does, is allowing start-ups to use 

internet to raise capital. The essence of the 

equity crowdfunding model is about 

networking innovative, young companies that 

need capital to fund initial investments, with 

the general crowd of investors who are looking 

for the opportunity to get in on early-stage 

investments. 
 

While equity investors (“crowdfunders” or 

“backers”) do focus on numbers, they often 

consider numbers to be less important than 

traditional investors, mostly due to a lack of 

access to business information and to less 

expertise in reading and interpreting financial 

and business documents (31). Perception of the 

founder or founding team who is issuing the 

campaign, is deemed equally important in 

crowdfunding and an offline setting, but the 

lack of physical access to the campaign 

initiators requires investors to rely on 

substitutes to judge them (32). Such substitutes 

could be the product videos, responsiveness to 

questions, or previous successful campaigns on 

the same platform (33). The crowd of potential 

investors usually does not possess the 

necessary expertise and insights needed when 

making investment decisions. Generally, SME 

investors tend to possess inadequate 

knowledge of the opportunities that the capital 

market provides (34). Crowd investors often 

rely on other measures, and decisions are 

influenced much more by the behavior of other 

investors and the context of a decision (35) – 

both factors that are less well researched in the 

traditional investment literature. Amateurs 

seem to approach equity crowdfunding in a 

less structured way and therefore often don’t 

have a sustainable diversified portfolio at heart 

(36). 

To ensure that investment portfolios are in the 

best possible position to achieve the 

profitability goals of the investors, a series of 

optimization approaches should be considered. 

Optimization solutions for investing through 

Crowdfunding (based on the example of the 

Portfolio Theory and the Project 

Management Theory) 

In building a portfolio of innovative projects 

where an investor invests his money by buying 

shares from collective financing platforms, one 

of the key points is the selection of the most 

appropriate innovation projects from the wide 

variety of existing ones on these platforms. In 

theory and practice, there are a number of 

proposed procedures for deciding which 

innovative projects (or which shares of 

innovative companies) are preferred. It is 

important to note that in order for the selection 

to be successful, it must meet two important 

conditions. First, before the implementation of 

the process necessary clarification of indicators 

(criteria), which will be selected shares 

(innovative projects). They should be clearly 

defined and the same for all options. Second, 

no matter what method will be chosen for the 

selection itself, it is necessary to allow the use 

of the selected indicators (criteria) on which 

the shares will be selected (the innovative 

projects).  
 

Mean-variance optimization 

The Mean-variance method for selecting a 

stock package was developed by Markowitz 

(26). A number of other authors work with this 

theory and on its perfection (37-41). This 

method uses non-linear programming, and the 

input parameters for the analysis are: expected 

return, dispersion, covariance and desired yield 

or level of desired risk. The method has two 

varieties: a minimum risk at a certain yield and 

a maximum yield at a certain risk. The first 

option looks for the best combination of shares 

that has the lowest risk, measured by the 

portfolio's dispersion, at the investor's return. 

In the case of the maximum yield at a certain 

risk, the opposite case is observed. It 

determines the level of risk that is assumed and 

constructs the portfolio with maximum yield at 

the appropriate level of risk.  
 

Linear optimization models 

Linear optimization methods are a further 

development of the methods proposed by 

Markowitz (42). In order to apply linear 

optimization, a different risk indicator from the 

standard - dispersion should be used. The 

method of Konno and Yamazaki (43) uses an 

average linear deviation for the risk measure.  
 

The main advantage of this method is the use 

of an average linear deviation instead of a 

dispersion, which reduces the model to a linear 

optimization model and does not require the 

calculation of covariance between the shares. 

Another significant advantage is the possibility 
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to use historical data as well as forecasts of the 

return on shares and even a combination of 

both. For innovative companies, this is a little 

more difficult, because they have no serious 

history and data on their financial performance 

is scarce. 
 

Table 1. Advantages and disadvantages of "mean-variance" optimization 
Advantages Disadvantages 
Flexibility and adaptability to the needs of the 

investor. 

In the case of incorrect input, the characteristics of the 

portfolio received will be different from those 

required by the investor. The resulting portfolio is the most accurate version of 

the available data. 

Source: Patev, Plamen, and Nigogos Canaryan. Portfolio Management, Abagar Publishing House, 

Veliko Tarnovo, 2008  

 
Selection by Ranking 

The criticism of optimization methods for 

stock selection justifies the search for other 

methods (44) that have no disadvantages such 

as: 

 Workload and need for serious 

knowledge about generating the correlation 

matrix; 

 Investors' difficulties in understanding 

the meaning of concepts such as covariance, 

dispersion and standard deviation; 

 Scarcity of financial information for 

start-up innovative companies (very often they 

are newly registered or with a history of only 

2-3 years, which makes it difficult to form a 

database to realize the necessary calculations 

in applying the optimization models 

considered. 
 

 

Table 2. Methods of selecting a project 
Method Description 

Analytical hierarchical 

process (AHP), (46) 

The choice of the best alternative is based on a qualitative and quantitative approach 

(subjective and pairs comparisons).  

Balloon Diagrams (47) In this type of diagram, one dimension is interest in qualitative and quantitative 

analysis of project revenue and benefits, while the other is related to uncertainty and 

risk. Within both dimensions, there are four quadrants for project allocation.  

Hierarchical Selection 

Process in Portfolio (48) 

The portfolio selection portfolio in the portfolio consists of two levels. The first level 

is related to strategic portfolio decisions. The second level is called a tactical portfolio 

solution and is actually the very process of selecting projects. 

Matrix of the Boston 

Consultant Group 

(49) 

In the BCG matrix, a portfolio of products is managed on two dimensions: market 

share and market growth; and four segments: stars; dairy cows; dogs; question marks. 

The four segments represent the life cycle of the product. 

Mental decision-making 

process for portfolio 

selection (50) 

The four steps that are at the heart of the process are as follows: 1) What the 

organization should do; 2) What the organization can do; 3) Analysis and project 

selection; 4) Implementation of the plan. 

Model of Archer and 

Ghasemzadeh (51) 

The model consists of three phases of selection: 1) taking into account the strategic 

guidelines for forming the project portfolio; 2) individual project appraisal; 3) 

selection of appropriate projects in the portfolio. 

Expected Sales Value 

(ECV), (52) 

Also known as the method - the tree of solutions. Used to maximize the expected 

value of the portfolio. The method takes precedence over the weakness of the net 

present value as it manages to address the risk, probability of technical and 

commercial success. 

Financial Evaluation 

Profile (FAP) (53) 

The model consists of three sub models: Net Present Value (NPVP) profile, Project 

Risk Profile (PRP), and Strategic Index (SI). According to the author, this model is 

able to evaluate three main attributes of the projects: financing, risk and strategic 

benefits. 

Comparative methods 

(54) 

The essence of these methods is based on the comparison of individual projects. A 

choice is made for a certain prioritization based on selected criteria. An example is a 

"polar chart" that can be used to compare two project proposals 

Benefit-Cost Ratio and 

Profitability Index (55) 

A weighted benefit vs. cost analysis is better known as cost-benefit analysis (B / C). 

The ratio is calculated by dividing the estimates of the benefits of the cost estimates. 

It is mainly used for public projects. 

Source: Angelova, Ant. Criteria and Methods of Selection of a Project in a Project Portfolio in Contemporary 

Business Conditions ". Scientific Works of UNWE - Volume 2/2017. 
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Ranking as a method of selecting investment 

stocks offers an alternative to optimization 

methods. The logic of this method is to rank 

the assets in descending order by a selected 

indicator and to include those that meet the 

selected ranking criteria. 
 

Such a method is the Elton and Gruber (45) 

method of stock selection. In this case, the 

market risk was selected as the main indicator.  
 

The input data required to implement the method 

are: expected return on assets, risk-free rate of 

return, beta asset ratio, market risk and non-

systematic asset risk. The main advantage of the 

method is the lack of complex mathematical 

procedures when compiling the optimal portfolio.  
 

It is worth noting that apart from the purely 

mechanical purchase of shares, through the 

platforms for group financing of innovative 

projects, behind each company (which owns 

shares) is also a specific project idea for the 

respective innovation. In this direction, it is 

also important to look at the specific methods 

of selecting no longer separate financial assets 

(such as shares) and the relevant innovation 

projects (from a wide variety of similar in 

group finance platforms). 
 

Methods for selecting projects in project 

portfolio (from the perspective of project 

management theory) 

Methods of selecting projects in a project 

portfolio have been developed not specifically 

for investment projects, but for the needs of the 

management of project-oriented business 

organizations. The principles set out in these 

methods need to be taken into account and used 

in forming and selecting a portfolio of shares 

when investing in innovative companies seeking 

financing their innovative projects through 

collective finance sites. 
 

Unlike the methods of selecting shares in project 

selection methods, leading indicators of choice 

are not the risk and return, but the company 

strategy and the relationship between project 

objectives and business objectives. Here the 

financial indicators are not leading. This is due to 

the different purposes for which the two types of 

portfolios are used. However, it should be noted 

that the methods of selecting a project portfolio 

do not exclude financial indicators. They are 

included in a different way in the presented 

methods. 
 

CONCLUSION  

When creating a portfolio of shares of 

companies looking to finance their innovative 

projects, it is not possible to choose only the 

methods of stock selection or project portfolio. 

In most cases, they are considered to lead to 

the return and risk of the project, but 

innovative projects are complex. In many 

cases, the idea of innovation pursues less short-

term or medium-term goals, but longer-term 

consumption patterns and the fulfillment of 

unconscious needs. 
 

The analysis should support the endeavor to 

build better theories and provide a basis for 

further developing the portfolio management 

models for equity crowdfunding. Further, a 

more comprehensive understanding of how 

investment decisions in crowdfunding settings 

are made, will provide models and tools to be 

used by such investors, optimizing their 

portfolios. Also, this could provide new 

perspectives on regulating investments on such 

platforms, thus protecting investors from rash 

and potentially costly choices. These are 

research questions, which could be 

investigated further in future reviews. 
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